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ROUND 1 INTERVIEW 
March 28, 2019 
 
TONY ROMO  ( +7) 
 
 
Q.  Tony, I know you've worked really hard on your game the last year, you don't get 
to play a lot.  Tough start today, but you hung in there nicely.  What are your 
impressions of (inaudible)?     
 
TONY ROMO:  I think it's somewhat nerves early on.  Missed a few short putts that you feel 
you normally make and then just a bad swing on 8 that cost me a triple bogey.  Hard to 
make birdies out here, just the wind.  The back nine's over 4,000 yards.  You kind of want to 
stay around par I think.  I got comfortable and the last 10 holes or so I was 1 over, hit some 
good shots.  Just got to keep getting comfortable and playing golf in these types of situations 
and it starts to get easier. 
 
Q.  When you speak about these situations, I don't think the folks at home realize how 
hard it is to (inaudible.) 
 
TONY ROMO:  Well, I think a lot of this is just tournament golf in general.  We work on stuff 
and then all of a sudden you have a different wind direction, it's a little down and it's a front 
flag and it's like it needs to be flighted a different way than you normally would, stuff like that.  
It's just a little harder than what you see.  The greens are firm. 
 
Q.  What is it about putting yourself on this stage, playing this game that you haven't 
played against these best players in the world, why do you want to do this? 
 
TONY ROMO:  I think you want to really compete with yourself, see how good you can get.  
I play with a lot of these guys, you see how talented they are and how good.  The thing that 
stands out is the consistency, the ability to do it over and over again, and in this game one or 
two swings costs you a day.  Today that was a little bit of my day. 
 
Q.  Hopefully tomorrow will be a little bit better.  Good job hanging in there today.  
 
TONY ROMO:  It will be better tomorrow. 
 


